
Revolutionise the way 
you welcome people to 
your site
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Rapid Access provides all your visitors with a 
professional and efficient sign-in experience  
while keeping your site safe. The solution 
includes visitor label printing, site emergency 
evacuations, inductions, key dispenser 
cabinets, fingerprint scanning, ID cards and 
much more.

Easily manage visitor
types 

Manage all types of visitors including 

contractors, employees, customers, 

clients and any other visitor type you can 

think of. Present each visitor type with a 

unique site induction, customised to the 

specific site they are entering.

View real-time 
reporting 

Know exactly when someone has entered 

or exited your site and keep track of hours 

spent there. View time and attendance 

using online reports generated by date 

range or location, with ‘export to Excel’ 

option.

Improve emergency 
evacuations

Send automatic emergency evacuation 

messages to all personnel on site and 

request them to text back as ‘safe’ when 

they have reached the muster point. The 

data automatically registers in the App, 

giving you clarity of who is accounted for.

I think it can really tighten up the due diligence 
aspect of it. Universities are very open environ-
ments... there are people walking in and wandering 
about all the time. So what people really like here is 
that if a contractor is doing something and you 
can’t see a label on them, you can enquire ‘where’s 
your label?’… and check what people are doing.

Allison Smith, Senior Advisor Health & Safety Risk, 
Victoria University

Perfect for businesses of all sizes and 
from all industries with visitor tracking 
management needs

Award-winning 
sign-in sign-out
touchscreen solution



We use the geofencing feature which has been very 
good for the companies it's switched on for. It enables 
the contractors to sign in themselves and set their 
time limits for how long they are going to be on site, so 
it takes the responsibility almost out of our hands and 
provides them the responsibility.

Richard Berry, OH&S Team Leader, Queensland Wide Bay 
Hospital and Health District

Streamline and control 
visitor arrival

Choose between multiple sign-in options, 

including geo-fencing, building QR code, 

hardware terminals at reception, swipe ID 

cards, or fingerprint scanning. Request 

your workers provide licences and 

complete inductions at an earlier time to 

streamline site entry upon arrival.

Receive immediate 
notification of visitor arrival

Don’t leave your visitors waiting on site 

unattended any longer - receive an 

automatic SMS and/or email after a 

person has arrived on site and recorded 

their presence using the Rapid 

Access terminal.

Instant visual cues for onsite 
visitors 

Capture a photo and print ID badges 

instantly upon visitor arrival for a visual 

cue whilst on site. When linked to the 

Rapid Contractor Management and Rapid 

Induct modules, the Rapid Access system 

will ensure only valid contractors can 

sign-in.

Increase productivity with 
Rapid solutions

Keep your site secure and safe

Access reliable and auditable records of 
site attendance

Confidently manage your visitors’ data

Customise the software to meet your 
business needs



Hardware

Sign-In Tablets

Install Rapid Access tablets at site entry 

points to enable electronic sign-in rather 

than having to go through a receptionist. 

When used in conjunction with Rapid 

Induct and Rapid Contractor 

Management, this provides you with 

assurance that your workers will only be 

able to access site when both they and 

their company are fully compliant.

QR Code Reader (Optional)

To sign in quickly to site, simply install a 

QR code reader at your site’s entry point. 

As personnel enter the site, they simply 

need to scan their unique QR code, which 

can either be found on the Rapid Induct 

App or on an inductee’s ID card 

(if applicable).

Fingerprint Scanner (Optional)

For a quick sign-in upon arrival, simply install a fingerprint scanner and enable your 

workers to register their fingers once. Biometric identification is becoming an increasingly 

popular way to manage workforces; by using this method you are giving your workers the 

ability to quickly and efficiently sign in using a secure method that is unique to them and 

highly secure.

Label Printer (Optional)

Integrating a label printer with your Rapid 

Access system gives the visitor a 

wearable label, which acts as a visual cue 

to everyone that the person has signed in 

and is compliant. With the need for 

workplaces to become increasingly 

secure, this can be a helpful method for 

preventing unauthorised personnel from 

getting physical access to your company.

Rapid Access can be integrated with other 
devices to make the sign-in experience 
safe and reliable.



It’s a hands-off approach… Before we did it, it was all 
paper based and you’d have someone come in for half a 
day of going through internal training modules and 
introducing each different hazard and every different 
rule to them. I remember (creating the online Rapid 
induction) being really simple: linking everything togeth-
er, making the questionnaires, and getting pictures in 
there. I couldn’t fault it.

Ian Sinning, Operations Support Coordinator, Doral

Electronic Key Management 
Systems 

Ensure only fully compliant, qualified and 

permitted people can get access to your 

site or assets by installing an electronic 

key management system. The securely 

planted box means you can have peace of 

mind that your keys are only going into the 

correct hands, and that people who are 

non-compliant do not get access.

Alcohol Breath Tester 
Units 

Protect people and assets on site by 

testing your workers on an automatic or 

random basis to check for alcohol 

consumption prior to beginning work. A 

negative reading allows the worker entry 

to site, while a positive reading denies the 

worker site entry, with a report automati-

cally sent to the site manager.

Site Access
Integration

Physically prevent people from getting 

onto your secure site by integrating Rapid 

Access software with your company’s 

existing site access hardware, such as 

boom gates or turnstiles. Rapid Access 

communicates with the hardware when 

personnel sign in or out using it, which 

registers the person in real-time.

Rapid Access can be integrated with other 
third-party devices to make the sign-in 
experience safe and reliable. Choose from 
our multiple integration options.

Third-Party Integrations



Rapid Access is a powerful tool on its own and is even 
better when integrated with Rapid’s full suite of solutions.

Go Further

Efficient contractor lifecycle management 

system. Ensure only fully compliant 

companies can have contractors inducted 

and approved to work on site.

Gain control over high risk activities and 

meet workplace safety regulations. 

Submit, approve and track work permits 

online.

Centralise all details related to an incident, 

assign corrective actions, and send 

automatic notifications to the correct 

personnel.

Rapid Auditor allows you to register tasks, 

automate reminders and complete audits 

and inspections from any device.

Enable your personnel to complete 

inductions and training on their phone, 

view and update their licences and 

documents and access their ID card and 

QR code.

Gain Efficiency Through
Our Rapid Apps

Perfect mobile or iPad sign-in software for 
your workers. They can use this registration 
app to sign in to sites using a QR code or 
geolocation, change or upload their profile 
photo, report an issue identified on site, and 
view the emergency evacuation procedure.

Rapid Access App
FOR YOUR WORKERS AND CONTRACTORS

Search for a person, spot-check audit a 
worker, see induction and training status, 
upload licences live in the field using your 
phone camera, verify or reject documents on 
the spot, take an ID photo and store 
documents.

Rapid Global Admin Tools App
FOR SYSTEM ADMINISTRATORS

Rapid Risk is the one central location to 

report, store and follow up on all your 

company’s risks.
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